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About this Presentation
• The purpose of this presentation is to educate, inform and challenge voters
to understand what has happened since Shelby County v. Holder (2013)
• Sources, provided on the Slides or Notes pages, include:
• American Civil Liberties Union and its affiliates in several states, Ballotpedia, the
Brennan Center for Justice, League of Women Voters (LWV) of various states and
LWVUS, NAACP website, New York Times, Oyez, Southern Poverty Law Center,
Supreme Court Cases, VoteRider.org, Washington Post, Wikipedia and various law
review articles generally cited in the Notes

• Permission to reuse for educational purposes is granted provided sources
are cited
• Send questions to info@nationalvotercorps.org
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What determines the Right to Vote?
• US Constitution
• Congressional Action
• State Legislative Action
• State Laws
• Redistricting

•
•
•
•

State Initiatives
US Supreme Court Decisions
Federal Court Decisions
State Court Decisions

The right to vote is not guaranteed by the US Constitution.
Amendments prohibit denying the right to vote to citizens due to
race (#15), sex (#19), poll tax (#24) or age 18+ (#26)
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US Constitution – Article I §*4
• §4 The times, places and manner of holding elections for Senators
and Representatives, shall be prescribed in each state by the
legislature thereof; but the Congress may at any time by law make or
alter such regulations, except as to the places of choosing Senators.

* § symbol indicates “section”
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14TH Amendment §§ 1, 2 and 5
• §1 All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the
jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the state wherein
they reside. No state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the
privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any state
deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor
deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.
• §2 Representatives shall be apportioned among the several states according
to their respective numbers, counting the whole number of persons in each
state, excluding Indians not taxed.
• §5 The Congress shall have the power to enforce this article by appropriate
legislation.
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15th and 17th Amendments §1
• 15th Amendment
• §1 The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by
the United States or by any State on account of race, color, or previous condition of
servitude.

• 17th Amendment
• § 1 The Senate of the United States shall be composed of two Senators from each
state, elected by the people thereof, for six years; and each Senator shall have one
vote. The electors in each state shall have the qualifications requisite for electors of
the most numerous branch of the state legislatures.
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19th, 24th and 26th Amendments §1
• 19th Amendment
• The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the
United States or by any State on account of sex.

• 24th Amendment
• The right of citizens of the United States to vote in any primary or other election for
President or Vice President, for electors for President or Vice President, or for Senator or
Representative in Congress, shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or any
State by reason of failure to pay any poll tax or other tax.

• 26th Amendment
• The right of citizens of the United States, who are eighteen years of age or older, to vote
shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on account of age.
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US CONGRESS: Some Key Acts
•
•
•
•
•

1924 Indian Citizenship Act
1965 Voting Rights Act
1986 Uniformed And Overseas Voter Registration Act
1993 National Voter Registration Act
2002 Help Americans Vote Act (HAVA)
• Introduces Voter ID
• Adds voting machine requirements etc.
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1965 Voting Rights Act
• §2 - "No voting qualification or
prerequisite to voting, or
standard, practice, or
procedure, shall be imposed or
applied by any State or political
subdivision to deny or abridge
the right of any citizen of the
United States to vote on
account of race or color.“
President Lyndon Johnson signing
July 2, 1964
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1965 Voting Rights Act
• Section 4(b) defined the FORMULA to determine which States
were to require PRE-CLEARANCE.
• By 2013, the preclearance formula classified Alabama,
Alaska, Arizona, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, South
Carolina, Texas and Virginia as well as parts of California (CA
counties 1970: Monterey, Yuba, 1975: added Kings and
Merced), Florida, Michigan, New York, North Carolina and
South Dakota as qualifying for pre-clearance.
• Section 5 required States or Counties with histories of voting
rights’ violations to obtain pre-clearance from the federal
government before changing voting laws.
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States Covered by Section 5
at time of Shelby County Decision
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The Supreme Court Acts:
Shelby County v Holder 2013
• Brought by Alabama.
• 5:4 decision

• Supreme Court held:
• Section 4(b) of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 is unconstitutional.

• Result:
• Without 4(b), Section 5 (pre-clearance) neutralized
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Reasoning in Shelby
• Majority Opinion:
• Chief Justice John Roberts - Coverage formula is based on data over 40 years old, making
it no longer responsive to current needs and therefore an impermissible burden on the
constitutional principles of federalism and equal sovereignty of the states.
• Justice Thomas - concurring opinion, §5 unconstitutional

• Minority opinion:
• Justice Ginsburg argued that evidence gathered by Congress supports continuing the law
which enforces the 14th and 15th Amendments. "Throwing out preclearance when it has

worked and is continuing to work to stop discriminatory changes is like throwing
away your umbrella in a rainstorm because you are not getting wet."

• Note:
• Preclearance formula had been amended in 1970, 1975 and the act extended in 2006. So,
why “no longer responsive”?
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Significant Voting Restrictions post 2010

Source: Brennan Center
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Impact on Voting Access post Shelby County
• By 2018 1000 polling places closed in US, many in predominantly AfricanAmerican counties
• Research shows changing and/or reducing early voting locations reduces
voter turnout
• Republican states cut early voting days, hours and the number of early voting
locations

• Purging of voter rolls
• Imposing Strict Voter ID laws in 35 states
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The Original Gerrymander
• In 1812, Massachusetts
Governor Elbridge Gerry
redrew the state senatorial
districts to favor his party.
• The Boston Gazette
published the cartoon
which merged “Gerry” and
“salamander” to describe
the result.

Source: Wikipedia
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Gerrymandered: Democratic and
Republican Congressional Seats
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Gerrymandered: State Legislatures

Source: Brennan Center
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Why Gerrymander?
• Carrying a majority of seats is generally simple when
• The party controls mapping, and
• Consistently wins a majority of votes
• But what if its majority is tenuous?
• Gerrymandering improves odds that the redistricting party will carry a majority of
seats with less than a majority of votes
• Some facts in Wisconsin:
• 2008 Assembly: 52 Democrats, 46 Republicans (pop. D1.47m, R1.17)
• 2012 Assembly: 30 Democrats 66 Republicans with 48.6% of the vote
• 2018 Assembly: 36 Democrats, 63 Republicans (despite 54.9% voting for Democrat
Tammy Baldwin for US Senate)
• State website says Wisconsin does not keep statistics on party registration
• Some districts not even contested
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2008, 2010, 2012: How Packing Works

Blue voters, over time, are packed into fewer districts.
Source: The Nation
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Partisan Gerrymandering in Wisconsin
Gill v Whitford
• Remanded* to district court in 6:2 decision in 2018
• Packed District:
• When a voter resides in a packed district, her preferred candidate will win no matter
what;

• Cracked District:
• When a voter lives in a cracked district, her chosen candidate stands no chance of
prevailing.

• Justice Kagan:
• “But either way, such a citizen's vote carries less weight—has less consequence—
than it would under a neutrally drawn map.“

*Remanded means to return a case to a lower court for reconsideration.
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Extreme Partisan Gerrymandering
remanded to Federal District Court
• Vote dilution (a less valuable vote)

• Wisconsin case remanded because had not shown how the plaintiffs were
individually impacted
• Must show personal injury to the plaintiff.

• Gorsuch and Thomas disagreed with the decision to remand

• Plaintiffs failed to make their case (unanimous that the plaintiffs didn’t have standing
and had to reframe their claims)
• Question: was it unusual not to have been dismissed?

• Justice Kagan provides roadmap for plaintiffs to rework their claims to
have standing

• Says to reframe to show how gerrymandering infringes the First Amendment rights of
association held by parties, political organizations and their members.
• Commentators thought it to be the better claim to succeed in this case.
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District Court 1/29/2019 in Gill v Whitford
• Allows discovery
• Stays the trial until after the decisions in Rucho v Common Cause and
Lamone v Benisek
• Granting the stay allows the State of Wisconsin Assembly to win part the
motion
• Sets the Trial Date for 7/22/19 subject to the decision of the US Supreme
Court on the two cases cited above.
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Michigan’s Gerrymandering (“Packing”)
• Democrats dominated the state
in 1980s & 1990s, Republicans
from 2004 to 2018. In 2016 they
won 64.5 % of delegation (9 seats
to 5) with 50.5% of vote. After
2018 election, each party held 7
seats.
• Redistricting found
unconstitutional 4/25/2019 and
Michigan ordered by Federal
District Court to redraw 34
federal and State districts on non
partisan lines by August 1st 2019
or Court will redraw.
Source: Wikipedia
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Did Michigan Legislature Act Unconstitutionally?
• League of Women Voters of Michigan v. Johnson charges Michigan legislature
illegally gerrymandered the redistricting in 2010.
• State Republicans petitioned the Supreme Court of the United States to delay
lower court proceedings pending the high court's rulings this March on other
cases.
• On February 4, 2019, Associate Justice Sonia Sotomayor denied this request,
clearing the way for the district court trial that began on February 5, 2019
• Federal District panel of 3 judges found for the LWV on April 25, 2019. In three
elections in those districts between 2012 and 2016, Republicans won 64 percent
of the state’s congressional seats — nine out of 14 — while never earning more
than 50.5 percent of the statewide vote in breach of the 1st and 14th
Amendments.
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Rucho v Common Cause and LWV of North
Carolina
• Supreme Court March 2019 heard the arguments on partisan
gerrymandering
• Does Plaintiff have standing to press partisan gerrymandering claims?
• Are they justified?
• Is North Carolina’s 2016 Congressional map in fact unconstitutional partisan
gerrymandering?
• Court of Appeals ruled unconstitutional and found standing.
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Who Supports Partisan Gerrymandering?
• States:
• Texas, Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Indiana, Louisiana, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Carolina,
And Utah

• Speaker of the Pennsylvania House of Representatives
• American Civil Rights Union* and Southeastern Legal Foundation
• National Republican Redistricting Trust:
• Court should allow state legislatures to continue to apply the traditional, community-based
districting standards that have prevailed since the Founding.

• The Republican National Committee
• The National Republican Congressional Committee.
* Not the ACLU!
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Rucho v Common Cause, LWV et al
•
•
•
•

LWV and Common Cause agreed case is about vote dilution
Split time to argue because of different theories in the case
Common Cause argued First Amendment claims
Different theories on the test the Supreme Court needs in order to show
partisan gerrymandering is justiciable.*

*Justiciable: suitable for courts to hear and decide on its merits (Wex Legal Dictionary, Cornell
University)
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Virginia House of Delegates v Bethune-Hill

March 19, 2019 US Supreme Court
• Redistricting

• Republican legislature moved voters in and out to create safe minority districts
• 55% black voting-age population (BVAC)

• Obligation
• to prove the absence of racially polarized voting

• Issues:
• Federal District Court on remand from US Supreme Court: held 11 districts racially
gerrymandered.
• Appellants are Virginia House of Delegates, opposing the VA Executive which
accepted the District Court findings.
• May Virginia House of Delegates sue?
• Democratic VA AG and Gov’r support District CT decision opposing gerrymandered
districts
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US Solicitor General files amicus curiae in
support of neither party!
• February 2019 Supreme Ct grants US Solicitor General as amicus curiae
• To argue against Virginia House of Delegates having standing to argue for partisan
gerrymandering.
• But the Solicitor General would rule against the District Court decision in favor of
partisan gerrymandering

• Case Heard March 19, 2019
•
•
•
•

10 minutes to Solicitor General as amicus curiae
25 minutes to Appellants
10 minutes for Virginia State Board of Elections, et al., Appellees
15 minutes to Secretary of State Bethune-Hill, et al., Appellees

• Supreme Court Decision
• Pending
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Lamone v Benisek: Maryland Democratic
Partisan Gerrymandering case March 26, 2019
• Congressional Gerrymandering
by Democratic Legislature 6th
District.
• Was granting summary
judgment to the plaintiff an
error?
• District CT ordered redistricting
finding partisan gerrymandering.
• Decision stayed pending decision
of US Supreme CT ;
• Democratic seats: 5 of 7 to 6 of 7.
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Lamone v Benisek:
Maryland Partisan Gerrymandering Case
• Heard March 26, 2019 in US Supreme Court
• Amicus Curiae briefs filed against gerrymandering
• Two political scientists (in this case and Rucho v Common Cause) argue
the Supreme Court should
• hold that partisan gerrymandering claims are justiciable, and
• adopt the standards they propose for evaluating partisan gerrymandering
• the same standards as in racial gerrymandering
• using computer simulations to prove the challenged district caused by
invidious discrimination rather than neutral factors or chance*
* See Notes
Source: scotusblog.com
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Wisconsin Assembly and Senate file
Amicus Curiae Supporting Maryland’s
Gerrymandering
• Arguments for partisan gerrymandering :
• Opposing Kagan’s tests in Gill v Whitford
• “Courts cannot determine the baseline partisan advantage in a state and therefore
cannot decide how much partisan influence is too much….”
• Reframing Partisan Gerrymandering Claims As First Amendment Associational
Claims does not make them justiciable.
• Whether a district unfairly disadvantages a political party is “beyond the ordinary
sphere of federal judges.” .. The claim is non-justiciable.”

Source: scotusblog.com
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States with Single Congressional District

Source: Brennan Center
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2019: Where Redistricting Bills Introduced

Source: Brennan Center
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Where Independent Commission Draws Districts

Source: Brennan Center
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Gerrymandering: political redistricting
• States Which Have Independent Commissions
• Tend to create more balanced districts
• Based on criteria specifically guiding the commission

• When State Legislatures Redistrict
• Political interests often lead to:
• Partisan Gerrymandering
• Racial Gerrymandering
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Michigan Voters Pass Independent
Redistricting Commission
• Passed by 61% of Michigan Voters in 11/2018
• To redistrict after the 2020 Census
• State Legislature still not funded this effort (4/28/2019).
• 2019 the Federal District Court has ordered Michigan to redistrict in time
for 2020 election by 8/2019.
• State Legislature is expected to appeal the Federal District Court Decision
• Supreme Court decisions on partisan gerrymandering will effect Michigan
outcome.
Slide updated as of 5/3/2019
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2018 Changes to Redistricting
Measure
Colorado
Amendment Y
Colorado
Amendment Z
Michigan Proposal 2
Missouri
Amendment 1
Ohio Issue 1
Utah Proposition 4

Description

Status

Create an independent commission for congressional districts

Approved

Create an independent commission for state legislative districts

Approved

Create an independent commission for congressional and state
legislative districts
Create the position of state demographer to draw state legislative
districts
Change state legislative requirements to approve maps of
congressional districts
Create an independent commission for to recommend
congressional and state legislative districts

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Source: Ballotpedia.org
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2015:Arizona State Legislature v Arizona
Independent Redistricting Commission US CT 5:4
GINSBURG MAJORITY
“The people of Arizona turned to the
initiative to curb the practice of
gerrymandering …..Arizona voters
sought to restore “the core principle
of republican government,” namely,
“that the voters should choose
their representatives, not the
other way around.” The Elections
Clause does not hinder that
endeavor.[7]

ROBERTS’ DISSENT
“The people of Arizona have
concerns about the process of
congressional redistricting in their
State. For better or worse, the
Elections Clause of the Constitution
does not allow them to address
those concerns by displacing their
legislature. But it does allow them to
seek relief from Congress, which
can make or alter the regulations
prescribed by the legislature.”

Will the current Supreme Court take up Roberts’ dissent and reverse this?
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Political Appointee Commission
Draws Districts
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2019 States with Expanding Voter
Rights Legislation in the works
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Restrictive State Bills Introduced Relating
to Voting Rights 2019
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2019 Voter Identification Requirements by State
35 States require an approved ID, 17 require photo IDs

Photo ID required

Source: Ballotpedia.org
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January 2019: North Carolina enacts
Voter ID Law
• Democratic governor vetoes Voter ID law
• Legislature overrides veto; in effect in November municipal elections
• Lawsuit issued to stop implementation – that the law is unconstitutional
burden. They said the new law unnecessarily disenfranchises people.
• In 2016, Federal judges had struck down a 2013 state law that included
photo ID and other voting restrictions.
• The judges said in the ruling that the law was approved with intentional racial
discrimination in mind and that it "targeted African-Americans with almost
surgical precision."
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Which States have Early Voting?

Source: National Conference
of State Legislatures
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Automatic Voter Registration
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Same Day Registration as of 1/2019

Source: National Council of State Legislatures
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ACLU Map of Felons’ Voting Rights

“A man without a vote
is a man without
protection.”
Lyndon B. Johnson

Source: ACLU Map
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Crosscheck Impact on 2016 Election

• 27 states used it, 9 states withdrew before 2016 election
• For every double vote found, 300 legitimate voters were removed
(Stanford study 2019)
Sources: Wikipedia and Brennan Center
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Voter Caging and Voter Purging
• “Voter caging is the practice of sending mail to addresses on the voter
rolls, compiling a list of the mail that is returned undelivered, and using that
list to purge or challenge voters registrations on the grounds that the voters
on the list do not legally reside at their registered addresses.” (Brennan
Center 2007)
• “For the two election cycles between 2012 and 2016, jurisdictions no
longer subject to federal preclearance had purge rates significantly higher
than jurisdictions that did not have it in 2013. The Brennan Center
calculates that 2 million fewer voters would have been purged over those
four years if jurisdictions previously subject to federal preclearance had
purged at the same rate as those jurisdictions not subject to that provision
in 2013.” (Brennan Center 2018)
• Notices from Registrars of Voters to “inactive voters” to re-register or
confirm intention to vote by reply mail often are designed to look like junk
mail with instructions hidden in fine print
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Proof of Citizenship to register to vote?
• Arizona v InterTribal Council of Arizona 6/17/13
• 7:2 decision ruled Arizona may NOT ask for proof of citizenship
• National Voter Registration Act pre-empted
• Arizona – only need to show Driver’s License or last 4 social security
• 3 cases pending: (KA, GA, AL)
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Ongoing Election Security Bills
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Georgia 2018 Election Security Failures
• Computer Security & Vote Tabulation Problems
• Lt. Governor’s race - 127,000 “missing” votes
• Disproportionate under-votes in African American neighborhoods

• Computer-processed ballots irretrievable
• Absentee ballots, which had a paper trail, had no significant undervotes

Experts agree - only paper ballots are truly secure
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Wisconsin – Federal Court Rules Lame Duck
Actions Unconstitutional January 17, 2019
• Newly created restrictions on early voting and other election-related
measures that were part of lame-duck legislation signed in December by
outgoing Republican Gov. Scott Walker violate a federal court order issued
in 2016 that voided similar restrictions
• Student ID photos,
• Time limits on temporary IDs
• Amount of time to get absentee ballots

• LWV et al sued on January 9th in State Court: unconstitutionally
convened an extraordinary session (lame duck) to expand legislative
power at the expense of the executive branch (AG and Gov’r)
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Other States with Voting Rights Cases
• Georgia
• LWV v Newby: proof of citizenship when using Federal Forms – enjoined (also KA
and AL)
• GA: Exact match = violation of the 14th Amendment and VRA 3141 individuals
granted pending appeal the right to vote at the polls showing ID without having to wait
for a specific district official to rule.
• GA: ACLU Georgia Muslim Voter Project = fighting rejection of absentee ballots
because signature didn’t exactly match. Ruled must be given a reasonable time to
cure
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Florida, Arkansas, Alabama Cases
• Florida: law regrding no early voting sites on college campuses struck
down based on intentional discrimination based on age
• Arkansas: Voter ID laws – AZ Supreme Court found constitutional
• Alabama: VRA case. Voter ID laws have disproportional impact on
minorities – against 14th amendment and VRA appealed 4/17/18 awaiting
decision
• Alabama: Felony convictions involving moral turpitude violation of the 8th,
14th and 15th amendments. Ex Post Facto clause
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Indiana, Iowa, Kansas & Louisiana
• Indiana: voter purge process without notice or NVRA waiting period
6/8/18 injunction granted on appeal to 7th circuit
• Iowa: League of United Latin American Citizens
• Early voting days cut back
• Harder to get absentee ballots
• Allowed cutback on early voting by lifting the TRO on appeal

• Kansas
• Relocated the sole voting location in Dodge City = argued undue burden on Latino
voters. TRO denied but mooted when city added 2 more voting places

• Louisiana: felons on parole can’t vote
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Michigan, Missouri, New Hampshire, N Dakota
• Michigan: Straight-ticket voting barred by legislature. TRO struck down on
appeal. In the 6th circuit
• Missouri: NAACP V State of Missouri ACLU brought suit on Voter ID
laws that wasn’t funded by the state properly; Court of Appeals ruled
against summary judgment motion of the State in 2018.
• New Hampshire: Voter Registration law on student voting. Stayed until
after the November 6th election:
• North Dakota: Blakebill v Jaeger – Indians sought invalidate law on
residential addresses requirement on reservations. US Supreme CT ruled
against the injunction. Overly broad. Ginsburg/Kagan opposed
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Should Voters Be Denied the Right to Vote for Lack of
Residential Address?
• US Supreme Court refused to hear a North Dakota case where 20% of
Native America voters on reservations lacked the necessary ID with the
voter’s legal name & current residential street address. (Brakebill v Jaeger)
• Ginsburg/Kagan voted to hear the case
• “Ginsburg acknowledged that, as the 8th Circuit had emphasized, the elections are
still a month away. However, Ginsburg stressed, tens of thousands of North Dakotans
don’t have an ID bearing their residential street address. As a result, she warned, the
8th Circuit’s order “may lead to voters finding out at the polling place that they cannot
vote because their formerly valid ID is now insufficient.”

• Decision Oct. 9, 2018
• The case did not justify a statewide injunction preventing the Secretary from requiring
a form of identification with a residential address.
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Ohio “Mechanical Error” Cases
• Neoch v Husted Supreme Court denied Certiorari*
• Voter Roland Gilbert receives absentee ballot and accidentally signs the day’s date
on the form instead of his birthdate. He provides correct information otherwise (social
security, driver’s license).
• His vote is disallowed because no exact match of data (aka “mechanical error”)
• No question he is the voter but given no opportunity to “cure” (correct) the error
•

Other forms of “mechanical error” are:
•
•
•
•

Misspelt street name
European date format (4July2018)
Misspelt city name (by even 1 letter)
Signature printed, not cursive

*Four Justices must agree for to for a case to be reviewed by the Supreme Court. If four agree, certiorari is
granted; if not, certiorari is denied. Source: Cornell Wex Law Library
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Kansas & California Provisional Ballot Cases
•

Kansas
•
•
•
•

•

ACLU challenged why provisional ballots were denied
Kovach won Republican nomination by under 350 votes
Over 800 provisional votes thrown out
Public Records Act case; heard 1/30/2019

California
•

•

•

ACLU challenged failure of CA Registrars to give notice to over 40,000 voters that
their provisional 2016 ballots had not been counted
Writ of Mandate requiring Secretary of State Padilla to give notice to cure to each
voter with signature mismatch. Unconstitutional action by ROV.
CA Legislature cured this with legislation 2018
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Arizona Cases
• Settled: no more use of dual registration June 4, 2018 The state used one
form for voting in Federal elections and a State form which required proof of
citizenship to vote on local issues – settlement to eliminate the dual registration
system.
• Settled: 11/9/18 The Republican groups had argued that Maricopa, Pima,
Coconino, Pinal and Apache counties should never have allowed signature
matching vote curing after Election Day, but now that they have, the court should
require all counties to permit voters to cure early ballots until 5 p.m. on Nov. 14.
Not extended beyond 2018 election (LWV et al had intervened.)
• Filed: On 8/20/18 by ACLU on behalf of LWV AZ, Mi Familia Vota et al. Failure
of AZ to update the voter registration addresses of persons who update their
address with the Arizona Department of Transportation in violation of Section 5
of the National Voter Registration Act.
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For the People Act of 2019
• Addresses voting access, gerrymandering, computer security, ballot
tabulation & handling, etc.
• Sarbanes & Pelosi introduced HR1 on January 4
• Passed in House March 8, 2019

• Unlikely to be brought onto the Senate Floor per Senator Majority Leader
Mitch McConnell!
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Key Features of HR 1 regarding
Election Access
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internet – Registration
Automatic Voter Registration
Same Day Registration
Rules For Automatic Removal/Crosschecks
Access For Individuals With Disabilities
Prohibits Voter-caging
Prohibits Deceptive Practices And Prevents Intimidation
Democracy Restoration (Rights Of Felons)
Promoting Accuracy, Integrity And Security: Voter-verified Paper Ballot
Rules On Provisional Ballots
Early Voting
Vote By Mail
Absent Uniformed Services And Overseas Voters
Poll Worker Enforcement
Federal Election Integrity And Enforcement
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Automatic Voter Registration Federal Agencies required to help register
• The Social Security Administration, the Department of Veterans Affairs, the Defense
Manpower Data Center of the Department of Defense, the Employee and Training
Administration of the Department of Labor, and the Center for Medicare & Medicaid
Services of the Department of Health and Human Services.
• Bureau of Citizenship and Immigration
• Federal Criminal justice organizations where state law permits and federal criminal has
completed his/her sentence
• Any other agency of the Federal Government which the State designates as a
contributing agency, but only if the State and the head of the agency determine that the
agency collects information sufficient to carry out the responsibilities of a contributing
agency under this section.
• Institutions of Higher Learning who get federal funding
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Automatic Voting Registration
by State Agencies
• Automatic Voter Registration by DMV and contributing agencies defined
as State Agencies such as :
•
•
•
•

Issues firearms licenses
Administers a program under Title III of the Social Security Act, Affordable Care Act
Maintaining records about Public Secondary School enrollments
Any agency who oversees criminals who are eligible to vote after completion of their
sentence
• Any voter registration state office, DMV or under Nat’l Voter Registration Act 1993
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House Resolution 36

• Proposed by Lowenthal et al. on January 10, 2019
• “That it is the sense of the House of Representatives that congressional
redistricting should be reformed to remove political gerrymandering. States
Constitution to regulate elections and redistricting.”
• Referred to the Judiciary Committee – no further action as of 4/28/19
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www.nationalvotercorps.org
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